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Cost of living in Boston 
too high for some at SU
Taylor Beckett
Journal Staff
Housing costs are on the rise in 
Boston. City Councilmen Charles 
Yancey and Felix Arroyo grap­
pled with the issue of defining 
low-income and affordable hous­
ing, Oct. 18 at Boston City Hall.
But struggling to pay the rent is 
nothing new to Boston students, 
who pinch pennies at surplus 
stores and often survive on 
Ramen Noodles.
The cost of living in Boston 
has even driven students who are 
unable to afford sky-high rents out 
of the city.
Suffolk - student Patty 
Androvich is one of them. Last 
year she and her roommate paid a 
total of $2,200 a month for their 
apartment in Beacon Hill.
"It was convenient because lit­
erally I rolled out of bed and 
walked five minutes to the door of 
Donahue," said Androvich.
However, the cost of living, 
along with the lack of space was 
too much to put up with. She relo­
cated to Cambridge.
"I have a kicking view, a full 
kitchen, and a bedroom where I 
can walk more than two steps in 
my bedroom from my closet, 
without tripping over my bed."
For the same amount of 
money, Androvich has more than 
doubled the square feet of living
space, gained a view that is a 
panoramic picture, and she has 
done so by relocating two T stops 
away.
During the City Hall meeting, 
Michael Stone, professor of 
Community Planning and Public 
Policy at the University of 
Massachusetts Boston, spoke on 
the issue of affordable housing, 
and how the median income is 
insufficient to keep up with 
Boston prices.
Incomes are based on two 
types, in Boston the individual, 
and the family household, in rela­
tion to the average costs of rent.
The median Family income is 
$53,000, and the individual medi­
an, annual, income is $42,600. 
For the households that have 
incomes of under $42,600, 52% 
of those households pay over 35% 
of their annual income on housing 
costs.
According to the federal gov­
ernment, each household should 
pay a maximum of 30% of their 
annual income on housing.
People who have to pay 
upwards of 50% of their income 
on housing, may be compromis­
ing their standard of living. At the 
very least, it pushes many to 
choose between necessities.
Stone has also worked with 
Councilman Arroyo in the past on
see HOUSING, page 2
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Boots displayed on the Boston Common to signify the fallen sollders In Iraq war as part of the 
“Eyes Wide Open” exhibit In Boston, Nov. 3-9. Tuesday, Oct. 25 marked the 2,000 death since the 
war In Iraq started. Suffolk students protested the war with a walk-out on Nov. 2 followed by a 
march. See page 2 for story.
Courses dropped by SU Co-op celebrates its 25th anniversary
Jocelyn St Laurent
Journal Staff
The number of required core 
courses in the College of Arts and 
Sciences curriculum is being 
reduced.
Dean Kenneth Greenberg 
issued a memo to all CAS students 
on November 2 announcing the 
changes.
This is good news to many stu­
dents, but to some professors the 
news is less than favorable. The 
changes affect all students gradu­
ating after Sept. 2006.-
Courses affected are Integrated 
Studies 111 and 112 (IS 111-112), 
Rhetorical Communication (CJN 
103), Science and Technology 
Today (SCI 301), and the second 
year English literature require­
ment is now only one course
whereas it was previously two.
Second year students must now 
take one of the following English 
courses: English 213,214,215, or 
216. Students graduating before 
Sept. 2006 must still meet the 
requirements for the former cur­
riculum.
When asked how he feels 
about the change. Integrated 
Studies professor, Charles 
Giuliano, said, "I understand the 
intention to offer fewer courses, 
but the Integrated Studies program 
has been an extraordinarily impor­
tant and unique offering for fresh­
man."
He continued on to say, "By 
focusing on a carefully selected 
Ust of some most important works 
of ancient and the modem world. 
Integrated Studies has played a 
see CLASSES page 3
Lorri Chau
Journal contributor
Career Services and 
Cooperative Education had recent­
ly celebrated their 25th anniver­
sary with Suffolk University. The 
event was held on Oct. 31 at the 
Donahue and Sawyer buildings; 
where refreshments were served.
This event not only recognized 
the number of years that co-ops 
have helped students.at Suffolk, 
but also it was a chance to promote 
the next couple of weeks of career 
services events.
Career Service and Cooperative 
Education (also known as co-op) 
were first founded in the early 
80’s. Over the years, there have 
been quite a few changes to the 
program. Students are now able to 
research more options online on a
program called, eRecraiting. 
Technology is not the only thing 
that has made the program change. 
Paul Tanklefsky, the director of 
Career Services and co-op 
explained, "At the beginning of 
[1980s] co-op, we only had stu­
dents of the undergraduates at the 
business school. Now we have 
more students from any major and 
the number increased from six 
positions to over two thousand." 
There are many resources one can 
use to succeed in their search in 
finding an internship.
These resources include pam­
phlets, books, and binders of cur­
rent co-op positions that are hiring. 
If these sources do not complete a 
student's search, there is the option 
of also meeting with staff mem­
bers who work at the co-op office. 
Students are assigned with a coun­
selor who meets his or her needs. 
For example, if a student needs 
help with selecting a place to 
work, he or she can set up an 
appointment to see Peter 
McQuaid, one of the counselors 
and a director of co-op. Other serv­
ices include counselors looking 
over student resumes before they 
apply for an internship.
Verena Seipp, a senior at 
Suffolk used the co-op service to 
receive feedback on both her cover 
letter and resume before sending in 
her application to her work places.
Currently, Seipp is working in 
advertising for Ocean Spray for 
Arnold Worldwide. The internship 
with Arnold's advertisement 
helped her realize what went on 
behind the scene of the industry. 
For students who are familiar with 
see CO-OP, page 2
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Suffolk University students left 
their classes to join hundreds of 
other area students to meet in 
Boston Commons and protest the 
Iraq war and occupation.
The secondaiy goal of the walk 
out was to denounce the U.S. mil­
itary's current recruitment policies, 
which are increasingly focused on 
high schools and, according to 
progressive publications such as In 
These Times, grade schools.
At 1:30 p.m. on Nov. 2, stu­
dents walked out of their classes to 
meet in front of the Donahue 
building.
After about two-dozen students 
showed up, they walked to the 
Boston Commons chanting; 
"What do we want? Troops Out! 
When do we want it? Now!"
They held signs reading 
"Suffolk Against the War" and 
similar messages.
For other, non-Suffolk students 
in attendance, the messages were 
harsher.
One banner sported the mes­
sage "A VIETNAM FOR GEN­
ERATION ME." Though atten­
dance was lower than expected, 
the make-up of the protesters was 
diverse; several area colleges and 
high schools were represented.







Students in front of Donahue building get ready to march to Boston Common during walk-out.
schools," Suffolk sophomore 
Steve McCreary said, "especially 
farther-away high schools."
Once at the Commons, by the 
gazebo, the protestors were invited 
to take a microphone and voice 
their opinions on the war and the 
current administration in general. 
Truly an "open mic" affair.
The event, other than being an 
opportunity to protest and vent, 
was also as a chance for network­
ing.
Several organizations, student 
and non-student alike, were circu­
lating various petitions and infor­
mation packets throughout the 
crowd.
From the gazebo the protest 
moved across Tremont Street to 
the downtown Boston Armed
Costly quarters
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the issue of affordable housing.
In March 2005, the two men 
posted a special bulletin in the 
"Allston Brighton Bulletin" on 
what affordable housing really 
means.
As addressed, "...nearly two- 
thirds of the newly created 
"affordable" housing is in fact 














waged a successful lobbying 
effort, saying that they were 
unfairly limited in making a prof­
it, the statute was repealed.
City Councilmen are now try­
ing to figure out an answer to 
Boston's unaffordable housing 
epidemic.
Androvich is not alone in relo­
cating to save money. According 
to a 2005 smdy by the Economic 
Policy Institute, Boston is the 
most expensive city to live in, 
even more expensive than New 
York City and San Francisco.
Which for Suffolk students is 
too much considering how much 
the average student makes. There
“ I have a kicking view, a full 
kitchen, and a bedroom where 
I can walk more than two 
steps in my bedroom from 
my closet, without tripping 
over my bed. ”
Patty Androvich 
Senior
are people in Boston who are will­
ing to pay $2,500 a month for a 
luxury studio apartment, but those 
prices bar off a lot of the city to all 
but handful of students.
Even those Suffolk students 
who live at the dorms feel the bum 
of housing costs. Living at the 
dorms costs $14,700 from 




lates to $1,600 
per month. This 
does not include 
the cost of a 
meal plan, 
which is 




mate living the 
most attractive option for many, 
even if it means putting up with 
cramped quarters, mice (though 
students still brave these vermin in 
the dorms), discolored water and 
disgrantled landlords. It’s all 
worth it in order to save their val­
ued dollars.
In the end, even if one is lucky 
enough to land on-campus hous­
ing, many smdents stiU end up 
paying more money than if one 
were to find an apartment.
Many students still have to ask 
if, in order to save money by liv­
ing off campus, if dealing with the 
landlords and leases is worth it 
landlords and leases.
Forces Recraiting Center, located 
a few doors down from the Suffolk 
dormitory.
The students hurled epithets 
and condemnation at the office in 
response to recraitment policies 
that focus on young students, 
mainly high schoolers and even 
those in middle school.
The demonstration caused ^ 
concerned looking serviceman to 
lock the door, in effect shutting 
down their operations for the time 
being.
From there the students moved 
back to the State House and con­
tinued their demonstration as their 
numbers and the daylight dwin­
dled into evening.
In all, the walk out was consid­
ered a success by its organizers,
which included Junior Class 
Senator Sara Krull and junior Jake 
Hess, president of Suffolk 
Students for Palestine.
"[The walk out] was a good 
step forward at the regional and 
city level," said Hess. "It gave dif­
ferent campuses opportunities to 
[get in] contact and work together. 
This is important as public opinion 
turns increasingly against the war. 
These are ripe times for growth in 
the anti-war movement and for 
people of [conscience]."
There was limited police pres­
ence throughout the demonstra­
tion. A pass by a lone police cruis­
er and ranger was one of the few 
signs.
No arrests were reported and 
there were no injuries.
Want to gain first" 
hand experience in 
photography or 
news, entertain" 
ment and sports 
writing? Interested 
in not having to 
walk too far to do 
it?
Then write for The 
Suffolk Journal
For more informa" 
tion, e"mail us at 
Suffolkjournal@hot 
mail.com, or stop 
by Donahue 428 on 
Thursdays at 1p.m.
Seniors mingle at Beer Works
Rose Francois
Journal Staff
Graduation may be six months 
away, but on Monday, Nov. 7 that 
happy day seemed just a little clos­
er.
SGA hosted its first senior class 
event of the year at Boston Beer 
Works during the Patriots and 
Colts game. Approximately 60 
people came to watch the game at 
the bar renowned for its blueberry 
ale.
Tickets were first sold to sen­
iors, with the remainders being 
sold to underclassmen and alupini. 
Many seniors in attendance 
came to mingle with friends and 
meet new people.
"I met a lot of new seniors," 
said senior Peter Karapatsas.
He mentioned also that he 
was glad he could hang out with 
students he had had classes with 
but had not actually gotten 
around speaking to.
He added that he thought the 
night was fun for "...kids that 
cornmute [because] it gives them 
someone to look for."
Throughout the course of the 
evening, finger foods were served 
in the private function room 
reserved for Suffolk.
For those in attendance who 
were of age, Boston Beer Works' 
diverse and large menu of beers 
was open to the students.
"The pumpkin ale was good," 
said Karapatsas "I tried the blue­
berry beer." Another popular bev­
erage of the evening was the hard 
cider.
Though most people were 
watching the game, with several 
eringing as the Pats struggled all 
night, several others played games 
of pool on the four pool tables in 
the room.
SGA treasurer and head of the 
senior class committee, Karlene 
Maiolino, worked with other sen­
ior members of SGA to put on the 
event, which they hoped would 
"entice" seniors to come to future 
events.
Maiolino, who was hoping for
“It got me depressed about 
graduation because every event 




50 students to attend the event, 
said she was pleasantly surprised 
by the 74 tiekets sold for the 
evening event.
Although last year's turnout 
was much larger, Maiolino credit­
ed this to the Red Sox making it to 
the World Series.
Part of the purpose of this event 
was to get seniors together and 
have them start talking and think­
ing about Senior Week, the week
before graduation that is chock full 
of events for seniors.
Some of the events that the sen­
ior class has had before have 
included whitewater rafting, a 
casino trip to either Mohegan Sun 
or Foxwoods and a Boston Red 
Sox game.
This year's line up may include, 
among other things, a trip to 
Boston FI Racing and putting a 
new spin on 101 nights.
"We wanted something not as 
elaborate as previous years but 
where people can get dressed up 
and dance," said Maiolino, who 
encourages seniors and non-sen­
iors alike to get involved with 
the senior class committee.
Meetings will be once a 
month in the fall, and two or 
more times in the Spring semes­
ter.
"We're definitely open to any 
suggestion," she said when 
asked if seniors can offer input 
in the choice of events.
Another topic that the event 
got seniors thinking and talking 
was graduation.
Marcio Fonseca stated that 
though he had an enjoyable time 
the event saddened him a little.
"It got me depressed about 
graduation because every event 
we have now gets me closer to 
graduation."
Maiolino echoed the same sen­
timents, "I'm gonna be happy 
when I graduate, but I've definite­
ly enjoyed my time."
h
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Core requirement changes 
will affect all but seniors
CLASSES from page 1
crucial roll both in providing tran­
sition from high school to college 
as well as directly engaging a stu­
dent's initial process of critical 
thinking." Giuliano admitted that 
enrollments would most likely 
diminish because these classes 
will no longer be a requirement, 
however, "students will still seek 
out interesting and challenging 
professors."
Dean Greenberg recommended 
that students continue to take 
Integrated Studies 112 as well as 
enrolling in Rhetorical 
Communication, and taking a sec­






will still need 
the class as a 
requirement 
will fill the 
available slots 
for Science
and Technology Today classes for 
the Spring semester.
When asked if she has benefit­
ed from either Integrated Studies 
or Rhetorical Communication, 
freshman Taryn Crescenzo said, "I 
definitely don't think I got much 
out of IS that I didn't already leam 
in high school; a lot of it was
“I definitely don't think I 
got much out of IS that I 





Rhetorical Communication, I 
think, is a useful class. I had a lot 
of pubhc speaking experience in 
high school so I probably wouldn't 
have taken it if it wasn't required."
However, Crescenzo did say 
that she did leam a lot of useful 
skills in Rhetorical
Communication that she did not 
know previously.
Rhetorical Communication 
professor, Nikki Vamosi, said that 
public speaking is an important 
skill that every student should 
leam.
"[The class] helps students get 
exposure that they normally
wouldn't get." 
Vamosi said the 
skill is useful 
for job inter­
views and that 
the class helps 





speaking in front of an audience.
The previously mentioned 
classes would each stiU count for 
credit after the changes go into 
effect.
Students graduating after Sept. 
2006 will receive elective credit 
for those classes on the list that 
they have already taken.
m; COOPERATIVE EnUCAtlO™S AT SUFFOLK university
SGA meeting re-opens old debate while 
attempting to look at recent changes
Will Arsenault
Journal Staff
During the Student 
Government Association's weekly 
meeting on Nov. 3, heated issues 
were brought to the surface.
One of these issues dealt with 
the possibility that the SURD, 
Suffolk University Police 
Department, should carry 
firearms. This issue was brought 
before SGA last year as well.
Due to the volatile nature of the 
issue, SGA agreed to not host any 
further discussion on the issue 
without consent or the presence of 
Vice President Francis Flannery or 
other faculty members this year.
SGA President Allan Motenko 
stated that Police Chief John 
Pagliamlo attended a meeting 
about the same issue last year, but 
"due to other issues [SGA] never 
took an official position."
Motenko explained that ulti­
mately, "what the board decided is 
that in light of the fact I will be 
meeting with Vice President 
Flannery later this week to find 
more on the handgun issue."
Motenko also added "We hope 
to be able to announce some 
important accomplishments in the 
next two weeks."
However, a minor dispute did 
arise from within the members of 
SGA. Christopher Dwelley, a
class of 2007 senator, had moved 
to censure junior senator Max 
Koskoff. Censuring a member of 
SGA means that they are not 
allowed to speak during the 
remainder of a meeting.
Dwelley commented on his 
decision stating, "I moved to cen­
sure Max because I felt he was 
obstmeting the flow of important 
business." Though he stood by his 
opinion, Dwelley did state that he 
could have possibly chosen a less 
harsh route in regards to Koskoff.
"Instead of moving to censure 
Max I could've stated a point of 
order and expressed my feelings," 
said Dwelley, "What I should have 
done is move to a previous ques­
tion which would bring it to a 
vote, which ends the debate."
Koskoff explained that he was 
not offended or upset. He felt that 
Dwelley requested to censure him 
to "expedite the process of the 
meeting." Koskoff stated casually 
that, "Business is business."
One topic that was going to be 
discussed in the meeting, but was 
skipped over, was the dropping of 
the classes Science and 
Technology Today, Rhetorical 
Communications and Integrated 
studies I and II from the core cur­
riculum. Also, students will only 
be required to take one class in 
English literature as opposed to 
two. This topic was dropped in
order to make time to discuss the 
SGA by-laws.
"I [would have] advised stu­
dents that have not taken [those 
core requirements] and would not 
take them as electives, do not take 
them," said Junior Senator Ryan 
Fattman, of what he would say if 
he was allowed to address the 
issue at the meeting. Fattman is 
the chair of the academic commit­
tee for SGA.
Koskoff explained that, 
according to the by-laws, it is in 
the power of the president to move 
away from the agenda to discuss 
other matters.
The Dean of the College of 
Arts and Sciences Kenneth 
Greenberg sent an e-mail to the 
students about the dropped core 
requirements. It also stated "stu­
dents graduating after September 
2006 MUST have taken either one 
semester of Integrated Studies 
(either IS 111 or IS 112) OR one 
semester of the new Seminar for 
freshmen."
As it stands, the changes in the 
curriculum change and SUPD 
firearm issues wiU continue to be 
debated by both students, admin­
istrators and faulty members alike.
A version of this story contain­
ing factual errors was printed on 
Nov. 9. They were corrected for 
this issue. We regret the error.
Co-ops still have 
much to offer SU
4 . -I
CO-OP from page 1
Office of cooperative education
Left to right: Director of Cooperative Education Peter McQuaid, Director of Career Services and 
Cooperative Education Paui Tankiefsky and the Dean of the Coliege of Arts and Sciences Kenneth 
Greenberg gather around a cake in celebration of the Co-op programs 25th anniversary.
Northeastern University's own 
famous co-op program will find 
that the co-op at Suffolk is unlike 
any other universities.
"Northeastern has a set up that, 
their students go to co-op one 
quarter, school the other quarter, 
co-op, and school. With Suffolk, 
our students goes to school full 
time and co op is part time; this 
allows them to graduate on time," 
says Tanklesky. Students, who are 
interns within their field, will soon 
realize what kind of ride they are 
in for with first hand experience.
With several services offered at 
the co-op office one would be 
remiss to shy away from taking 
advantage of such a place. 
Usually, in the office there are 
dates of job fairs that allow current 
students to attend to.
"Job fairs [are] a great opportu­
nity to meet people from different 
industries. The people who recruit 
new interns are there to tell you 
more information about their busi­
ness," said Seipp. "When you talk 
to the people at the job fair, that's 
always a plus because when you 
go in for an interview, he or she 
can say, "Hey, we talked at the job 
fair."
With its office located at the 
Massachusetts Teachers
Association building on the first 
floor the CO-OP office can be eas­
ily found, hopefully within a stu­
dents four years at Suffolk.Co-op 
has embarked on its 25 th anniver­
sary and its services are still going 
strong.
Nowadays, there are more 
undergraduates doing this pro­
gram more than years ago. "There 
is seventy-five percent more of 
undergrads (who work part time) 
than the grad students mostly 
because the grad students are 
working full time", says 
McQuaid.
For example, if a student needs 
help with selecting a place to 
work, he or she can set up an 
appointment to see Peter 
McQuaid, one of the counselors 
and a director of Co-Op.
Other services include coun­
selors looking over student 
resumes before they apply for an 
internship.
What can Suffolk students 
expect in the future for co-op?
There is the guarantee of more 
students looking for job opportu­
nities and the promise that servic­
es will become more convenient 
and advanced.
"In five years, I hope students 
wiU earn the value of internship 
and experience through Co-Op", 
says Tankiefsky. As well as the 
opportunities will reach beyond 
the area of Boston [geographical­
ly]-"
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Opinion
staff editorial
Well, we're baek from the National College Media Convention in 
Kansas City, Missouri. It’s been good to get away from the office for a 
while, but, overall, we’re in a better position than when we left. We 
returned with notepads fuU of ideas and skulls full of mixed impressions.
Most importantly, we saw what other students were putting out there, 
in terms of student publications. A lot were better, a decent amount were 
worse. Some of them had more incisive newsgathering; others pulled 
numerous articles from wire services. Some of them had wittier opinion 
pieces; others had disjointed rumblings about how a certain brand of 
socks is itchy.
Then there were the sessions. Professionals m the journalism field, 
communication theorists as well as the more successful smdent editors 
stood before their audiences and shared some tricks of the trade. Among 
other things, we were instructed about the importance of clear commu­
nication, so we’ll try and get to the point. Here is a sampling of the var­
ious lessons we learned in Kansas City and how they can be applied to 
The Suffolk Journal.
- We are in the process of training official staff copy editors, among 
other positions. It’s not good when the same people manage advertising, 
lay out pages, edit articles and write news and editorials. This leads to 
sleep deprivation, resulting in embarassing copy editing mistakes and 
warped photos featuring nine-foot tall volleyball players.
- We’re actively working on our people skills. We have to be more 
careful in respecting our staff writers’ feelings. Blowing one’s noses 
with their articles is seen as too harsh, while explaining spelling errors 
with hand puppets is often seen as condescending. There’s a nice, in- 
between area that is strange and threatening to us.
. - We need to work on recruitment. Low recruitment of news writers 
is a common problem among college publications across the country. 
This may be due in part to the national news media’s high profile mis­
deeds and screw ups. This has given joumahsts a pubhc image only 
shghtly higher than that of pedophiles. Ergo, we must recruit pedophiles. 
They have the least to loose.
- We need to get more involved in school outside this office. It’s a 
good way to find out what’s going on at this school, and it’s a good way 
of making connections for future informants. Lately, we’ve been getting 
a lot of news tips from this suspicious, smoking gentlemen who meets 
us in darkened parking lots. But, since most of the tips don’t lead any­
where, we’re beginning to suspect it’s some maintenance guy messing 
with us.
Those are some of the big points. We learned a lot more, and, now 
that we’re back, we’re ready to tackle the challenges of this organization 
more effectively.
Oh, and we won’t write the staff editorial on the night of pubheation. 
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I want Theo Epstein’s Job
The MMIk Journal
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Theo Epstein is gone, and it's 
anybody's guess where the Red 
Sox go from here. The front office 
lost more than their 31-year old 
general manager last week: Josh 
Byrnes, Theo's right hand man, 
left for the GM position with the 
Arizona Diamondbacks two days 
before the same position became 
available in Boston. With the 
departure of Theo, it is speculated 
that as many as three more former 
Epstein assistants will now travel 
southwest to work under Byrnes.
While most of Red Sox Nation 
saw this series of unfortunate 
departures as a large blow to the 
internal workings of the baU club, 
I saw it as a very intriguing job 
opportunity. The way I figured, the 
front office was suddenly without 
their holster of young guns, so 
who better to step into one of these 
positions than myself? With a few 
years of training I could become a 
savvy executive: a Theo Epstein 
version 2.0 of sorts.
At first I assumed this was 
another one of my stupid Red Sox 
ideas, probably just shghtly less 
reahstic than my plan to sled down 
the Fenway Park bleachers this 
winter, but the following day The 
Boston Herald changed my mind.
"Sox GM Race Up For Grabs," 
shouted the headhne. Everyone 
knows that the Herald never Ues, 
so if the GM position is up for 
grabs, I figured I might as weU go 
ahead and grab it.
The next day I made the trip 
down to the Red Sox Executive
Offices with a smile on my face 
and a resume under my arm. Time 
to grab that GM position.
I was buzzed into the office and
Ian Hunter
was greeted by a very friendly and 
shghtly attractive secretary. I fig­
ured I'd start with some smah talk, 
hoping to show off the exceptional 
communication skihs I could be 
using on Johnny Damon's agent 
the following week.
"Is that a pumpkin?" I said, 
pointing to an enormous object in 
the comer that was clearly a 
pumpkin. Damn it. Great start, Ian. 
Show her that you ean recognize 
common HaUoween decorations; 
she'U definitely feel confident in 
your abihty to negohate multi-mil- 
hon dohar contracts.
"You're going to think I'm a 
complete waste of your time, but I 
am absolutely serious about this - 
what does it take to work in the 
Red Sox front office?"
"WeU I can give you an appU- 
cation right now, that would prob­
ably be your best bet," she said. "I 
am not certain off the top of my 
head what is currently available, 
but it ah depends on what kind of 
work you're looking for."
"WeU," I rephed, "I'm thinking 
like.. .something along the lines of 
being the new Theo, that's what 
I'm looking for. I know this might 
be a sore subject right now, but
you guys have been losing some 
serious young guns the past few 
days. I figure I can help reverse the 
developing trend."
She seemed skeptical. As I 
began to fiU out my apphcation, I 
decided that there was no way I 
could leave my fate in the hands of 
this secretary.
"Do you have Lany Lucchino's 
phone number on hand by 
chance," I said.
"Do I have it? Yes," she rephed.
".. .So I'm guessing that means 
I can't have it huh."
"Unfortunately not." Strike 
three. ActuaUy forget strike three, 
it was more like getting hit in the 
nuts with a Matt Clement wild 
pitch. It was pretty obvious that 1 
wasn't getting any further. Maybe 
my pumpkin inquiry did me in, or 
maybe it was my lack of qualifica­
tions.
I finished my apphcation with 
the words GENERAL MANAG­
ER written in ah capitals across 
the "position for which you are 
applying" line, yet something told 
me that while the Red Sox claim 
on their apphcation to be equal 
opportunity employers, I did not 
have a legitimate shot at the GM 
position.
WeU, it looks hke it won't be 
left up to me to right the ship, and 
this leaves me questioning the 
future of the Sox. First they sign 
Renteria, and then they don't sign 
me? Something isn't quite right, 
and I hope it takes less than 86 
years to figure it out this time.
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Opinion
Turkey: how joining the EU may First impressions &
may get them to clean up their act wnrct imnreceinriQ
At this time four years ago, I 
was spending my political energy 
writing letters to the Turkish gov­
ernment. Our chapter of Amnesty 
International at Winnacunnet High 
School was demanding that Leyla 
Zana, a Kurdish political prisoner, 
be freed immediately. She, a fairly 
elected parliamentarian, had been 
locked up since 1994. Her crime? 
Peacefully agitating for Kurdish 
rights and speaking her native 
tongue in the Turkish parliament.
When Zana and her colleagues 
were finally released in June 2004, 
I rashed to call friends and declare 
victory. But it quickly became 
apparent that my elation was 
unfounded; the government had 
not buckled under pressure from 
Amnesty International. No, this 
was just the latest in a series of 
attempts to court the approval of a 
certain club based in Brussels.
In other words, the prospect of 
Turkish entry to the European 
Union accomplished what a 
decade of human rights activism 
could not. In a classic display of 
'soft power,' Brussels fueled 
change not with threats of punitive 
action, but with disassociation.
More innovation can be expect­
ed. To become a member of the 
European club, Turkey will have 
to complete a series of dramatic 
reforms and sweep away its legacy 
of state tyranny to establish a tmly 
democratic political system. As a 
result, the formal accession talks 
between Turkey and the EU 
should be warmly embraced by 
human rights advocates.
Since it achieved independence 
in 1923, government repression 
has been a basic fact of Turkish 
political life. Intellectuals and 
activists were routinely incarcerat­
ed for such brutal offenses as 
advocating Kurdish rights or 
remembering the Armenian 
Genocide. State political killings 
occurred almost daily. But thanks 
to the EU and brave campaigners
in l\irkish civil society, these days 
are coming to an end.
Since 1999, a reform process
Jake Hess
has gradually gained momentum. 
The military's preeminent role in 
civilian affairs, constitutionally 
entrenched after the 1980 coup, 
has been all but eliminated. 
Capital punishment was finally 
abolished last year and the govern­
ment now has a 'zero tolerance' 
approach to torture.
Strikingly, Turkey's arcane 
laws restricting the use of minori­
ty languages in public have been 
eased. Kurdish is now taught, 
albeit sparingly, in some schools. 
Kurdish-language programs have 
even appeared on state television.
These changes are hugely sig­
nificant and as is immediately 
obvious to anyone who follows 
Turkish affairs. Implementation of 
reforms has been, predictably, 
slow and uneven. Progress is 
needed in a range of areas, includ­
ing the return of Kurdish refugees, 
civil liberties and the curbing of 
police brutality. Nonetheless, 
Human Rights Watch points to a 
"consistent trend of improvement" 
in the reform process, particularly 
in relation to "freedom of expres­
sion, religion, association and 
assembly and respect for minori­
ties." ■
This is where Europe comes in. 
Its strict membership requirements 
will be a final nudge needed to 
consummate Turkey's quiet politi­
cal revolution. The Copenhagen 
Criteria on EU accession obligates 
candidates to 'achieve stability of 
institutions guaranteeing democra­
cy, the rule of law, human rights 
and the respect for and protection 
of minorities.'
Brussels will present Turkey 
with a list of 150 short-term tasks
toward this end later in the week. 
According to the London 
Financial Times, these will include 
totally eliminating torture, assert­
ing full civilian control of the mil­
itary and legally enshrining reli­
gious and minority rights.
It should be repeated that these 
are only 'short-term' tasks. 
Achieving change of this magni­
tude will not be easy for Turkey. 
The deep-seated military and 
bureaucratic elite, the self-appoint­
ed 'guardians' of Turkey's political 
order, will be loathe to surrender 
their influence, especially to what 
they see as an intrusive foreign 
power.
Wide swaths of the Turkish 
populace doubtlessly share this 
Euro-phobia. For decades, Turkish 
politicians have fostered a siege 
mentahty in the national political 
culture.
The country is, according to 
many, constantly facing internal 
(Kurdish) and external (Greek, 
Armenian) threats to its sovereign­
ty. For these reasons, the pace of 
reform will have to be measured.
Another complicating factor 
will be Europe's substantial Turko- 
skepticism. The Turkish govern­
ment has a long way to go in con­
vincing the EU that it is ready to 
respect its citizens' civil rights.
. However, this will only translate 
into deeper and more lasting dem­
ocratic reform in Turkey, and it 
won't be in vain. Formal member­
ship talks have already opened.
Human Rights Watch puts it 
best; "With sustained government 
focus, and continued EU scrutiny, 
Turkey could truly live up to its 
potential as a country that respects 
the human rights of all its citizens, 
and leave behind an ugly past of 
torture and ethnic conflict." 
Indeed, the "Sick Man of Europe" 
is about to be cured once and for 
aU. '
Jake Hess can be contacted at 
jakehess @ hotmail.com
o st i pr ssions
A hfe lesson I've been taught 
by my mother, and I guarantee you 
that you've heard this phrase on 
more than one occasion, is not to 
judge a book by its cover. This 
appUes to the situation of people 
making assumptions 
without knowing all 
the facts. Even though 
we do it on an almost 
daily basis, it's not 
okay.
People walk down 
the street and jump to 
conclusions about people before 
they even meet them. I judge peo­
ple all the time. I see people in 
front of Sawyer and write articles 
about them. I see people every­
where and make assumptions 
about their personalities, it’s not 
right but it’s not commonplace.
First, there's the assumption 
that students do not have legiti­
mate opinions to offer about this 
school. It’s an assumption that 
administrators know what they’re 
doing, and that the students here 
should more or less stay out of the 
way.
I am compelled to think back to 
an SG A meeting a few weeks ago, 
where a class senator motioned to 
table the often discussed hot-but­
ton issue of the Suffolk University 
Police Department being able to 
carry guns. The senator felt as 
though SGA didn't have to form 
an opinion or even discuss the 
issue because the administration 
had already given theirs.
Our student representative did 
not feel as though students should 
be represented regarding this 
issue. Thankfully, the vote failed 
and SGA is waiting for an admin­
istrator to come to their meeting 
before discussing whether or not 
police officers on this campus 
should carry weapons.
I would hope that before an 
official decision comes down, 
some of the people most affected 




Another assumption people 
have is about its fraternity. Kappa 
Sigma. I imagine many have the 
impression that it's something out 




I'm a part of this fra­
ternity and, this past 
weekend, we were 
credited with cleaning 
up neighborhoods in 
Allston just off the B-line. 
Roughly 15 of the brothers went 
out on Saturday morning armed 
with trash bags and mbber gloves 
and spent a few hours cleaning up 
neighborhoods instead of reeking 
havoc in them. Maybe this does 
not change your opinion, but its 
gives you facts to form a legiti­
mate one.
I can think back to many poor 
assumptions, such as Paul Adam's 
article about the the gay, lesbian, 
bisexual, and transgender popula­
tion. This group is constantly the 
target of unfair assumptions which 
' are totally unwarranted.
People assume that President 
Bush is a complete idiot, but when 
you look up his Yale transcripts, 
you find his marks are comparable 
to those of John Kerry's. Of 
course, common sense was not a 
class offered at Yale, but there I go 
again, jumping to conclusions.
What I am trying to get across 
in this rant is that before you judge 
somebody, take the chance to try 
and understand them. It is impos­
sible not to assume things and I 
don't honestly believe that by 
reading this article you're going to 
change your way of life. What I do 
hope, though, is that you'll try to 
be a bit more compassionate, or at 
least more willing to leam.
People jump to conclusions all 
the time. But just because some­
thing is commonplace does not 
make it right.
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The Neverending Story:
Another reaction to that GLBT op-ed
Before I begin, let me 
start off by saying I never 
intended my weekly or 
bi-weekly column to be
of a political nature. I feel ■ ......
that my views are more 
or less the same as most students here at 
Suffolk University and are not something I 
like to advertise.
Yes, I am a liberal. I have absolutely no 
problem saying that, just as I have no prob­
lem speaking about my distaste for George 
W. Bush. I am not a political science major 
or minor, nor do I enjoy talking about poli­
tics. But, be that as it may, here it goes.
Paul Adams, congratulations. You did 
something that students will remember for 
months - You spoke out. Sure, you're a 
member of the College Repubhcans, but 
you made your ideas known.
Of course, things got a little crazy the 
past three weeks, but people are going to 
know your name. They're going to know 
exactly who you are, and good for you for 
making a name for yourself, whether in a 
positive or negative manner.
I'm not going to sit here and reprimand 
you because, frankly, I feel that people 
jumped the gun on you a little bit. I'll even 
go as far as saying that some of the things 
you said (keyword: some) I actually agreed 
with. I would feel uncomfortable if my six- 
year-old brother looked around and saw the 
posted drag show flyers and started asking 
me a world of questions, too. Children are 
like that, though.
However, I will also say that I support 
the GLBT and the Rainbow Alliance. I 
think it's great that we have a group like that 
on campus and I whole-heartedly believe 
that they should continue doing what
they're doing.
What I didn't like is how
Mike Mieeoli quickly everyone jumped on 
iVJ. 1 C iVi 1L. C U11 Adams' back. A student
" wrote about something he
found offensive on campus. 
Haven't I done that before? Haven't I done 
that twice before? (P.S. there are more to 
come, don't you worry). But it was how 
Paul said it that was offensive to some peo­
ple. This still wasn't a hate crime and I wish 
more people understood that.
On the other hand. I'm also not blaming 
people for finding it offensive. I'm just 
thinking too many people got a little too 
caught up.
So what's left to say on the subject? This 
has been going on for three weeks now, but 
has anything been resolved? This is why I 
never discuss politics in my articles, or even 
just around school. There are so many 
things wrong with it. As a University, I feel 
we should be finding ways to unite as a 
whole, not wasting our time and energy 
burning bridges and choosing sides.
I support the GLBT. I don't think Paul 
Adams' article was a hate crime. I support 
gay marriage. I think Paul Adams made 
some good points, and I like the Dave 
Matthews Band. Let's unite. There is too 
much turbulence on both sides of the spec­
trum. Let us all, as liberals, conservatives, 
anarchists, and all other crazy, kooky, peo­
ple, do something positive, not for the 
world, not for anything else, but for Suffolk. 
Let's try to make Suffolk a better school 
before we go out there and make a better 
world. Or, as Rodney King once said, 
"Can't we all just get along?!?"
Now do you see why I don't talk about 
politics?
Types of men to avoid
Jaime
We all know the typical heterosexual 
Boston male; he loves the Red Sox, could­
n't live without a good Boston larger and 
he's an insane driver. Whether you are 
keeping your eye out for a 
boyfiiend or just a guy to 
have around, there is one 
thing you have to know; first 
impressions are never accu- ■' '
rate.
A guy you think is just another "typical 
Boston boy" could be something else 
entirely. When you first meet someone, 
they always act differently than how they 
truly are.
When you do get to know someone on a 
more personal level there are certain char­
acteristics that you need to look out for. 
Please, avoid the following five types of 
men at all costs.
#1 The Snob: Do you really need to 
know that his family spends Christmas sail­
ing the Mediterranean in their 50-foot 
yacht? Does he always flashes his Patek 
Phillippe wrist watch? Has he already men­
tioned three times that it cost more than a 
brand new Volkswagen Jetta? Think about 
this; why does he think it's necessary to dis­
cuss his family's financial situation with 
you on your third date? If a guy feels as 
though he needs to brag about how rich he 
is, he's compensating.
#2 The Party Animal: It's one thing for a 
guy to go out and have a good time with his 
buddies, but when he starts putting his need 
to party before his school work, it's defi­
nitely a heads-up. This is the type of guy 
who will go out every night and sleep 
through his first class without any guilt. If 
he is the type of person who already puts 
partying as his top priority, it's doubtful 
he'll change his ways for you.
#3 The Old Guy; Let's just put it this
way; if he is closer to your dad's age than 
your own, reconsider. Guys who are more 
than 10 years older than you are going to be 
much more experienced. Chances are that 
he already has a steady 
career and has way more
M ni-n n ""°tches in his bed- post" 
XT c u. -enough said. .
.... ............ ....... #4 The Prima Dorma:
Do you really want a guy 
who is going to take hours primping and 
preening? If you feel as though it has 
turned into a competition of who can look 
better before going to dinner, lose him. It's 
one thing if a guy is concerned with the 
way that he looks, but if his beauty regimen 
includes more steps than yours does, forget 
it.
#5 The Jack-Ass: This type of guy is 
one of the worst. He says things hke, "You 
don't really need that brownie," or, "Are 
you really going to wear that?" There is no 
need for you to pursue him any further. 
This guy obviously has his own issues he 
needs to address because he is only putting 
you down to make himself feel superior. A 
boy that you are seeing should never, ever, 
make you feel bad about yourself.
Now, before you start thinking to your­
self. .. "Okay, what part of the male popu­
lation does this leave - 0.01%?" remember 
that you have to look deeper than first 
impressions. Even if you spot a guy at a 
party and he seems he’s a little too wild, get 
to know him. Who knows? He could have 
a 4.0 GPA and just likes to relieve stress on 
the'weekends. Or maybe you meet a guy 
who you think is absolutely perfect and 
then after you get to know
When it comes to finding a decent guy 
in the city of Boston, keep these five char­
acteristics in mind, and remember that sec­
ond impressions are often pretty accurate.
Feature: Men's rooms: dreary comodes & unwritten codes
Anthony Wong
Journal Contributor
The men's bathroom is perhaps the 
eighth wonder of the world. A surely unique 
place, guaranteed to be an anomaly for, one 
who is unfamiliar with the extraordinary 
activities and bizarre unwritten rules that 
exist inside. Yes, there is a Male Bathroom 
Code of Conduct, which is enforced by 
social standards and the vigilance of men. 
Welcome to the men's bathroom.
With cities like New York, San 
Francisco, Los Angeles and London oozing 
with designers, one would suspect that 
someone would be bold enough to take-on 
the task of redesigning the typical public 
bathroom men have come to accept.
Can any modem man remember a time 
where he has stepped into a bathroom worth 
remembering? The color scheme of the 
men's bathroom is a never-fail grey, and the 
hardware is almost guaranteed to have an 
American-Standard label adhered to it. The 
stall door is notoriously broken, and the toi­
let-bowl that dwells within the stall is often 
neglected by whoever was supposed to 
clean it.
The lighting proudly illuminates areas in 
the restroom that hardly need it, and the 
paper towel dispenser is either out of towels, 
or there is a foreign object dangling from the 
handle that scientists have yet to name. Kris 
Nuzzi, a blossoming interior designer from 
Clinton Hill, Brooklyn is a strong advocate 
for the redevelopment of bathrooms for 
men.
Nuzzi was recently exposed to the poor 
designed that lurked in the men's bathroom 
after using a men's restroom at Pratt
University. On break from class, and four 
coffees under, Nuzzi had to use the bath­
room. The line for the women's bathroom 
was long, and she refused to wait. Noticing 
that the men's bathroom lacked a wait time, 
she pushed open the door with a tiny male 
stick figure on it, and entered the men's 
bathroom.
Luck was on Nuzzi's side as there was 
only one male in the bathroom. Nuzzi was 
able to conceal her femininity by using the 
stall. She washed her hands, and left without 
drying them. As she exited, her presence 
was detected by one other female who 
smiled and gave her a thumbs-up.
Over coffee, Nuzzi had said, " No won­
der there is never a line for your bathroom, 
it smells, I couldn't even see where I was 
peeing, and there was barely any toilet paper 
left... At least our bathroom has some color 
to it, and things actually work. It seems to 
me that they put a lot more effort into 
designing bathrooms for women."
Men have come to accept the fact that 
their bathrooms will never be so aesthetical­
ly pleasing as women's bathr ooms - but does 
it have to be that way? Men's bathrooms 
have been subject to harsh sanitary condi­
tions, ergonomically incorrect urinals and 
toilets, and poor design for too long. Who 
will step-up and endure the challenge of 
improving the gentlemen's restroom image?
A men's bathroom is host to many social 
oddities. Above all, men loyally obey the 
first code of conduct, which prohibits look­
ing anywhere other than down or straight 
ahead. Second, one must avoid unnecessary 
conversation; Dialogue is only acceptable in 
dire situations such as: zipper related 
tragedies and urinal-water leakage.
One winter, I went on a family ski vaca­
tion to Vermont. I was about 7 years old and 
very impressionable. While driving north, 
about an hour past Boston, we stopped at an 
archetypal rest area. As the large white Ford 
S.U.V. came to a halt, I jumped out and ran 
to the bathroom as my father and two broth­
ers followed.
At the urinal, my ignorance of the Men's 
Bathroom Code of Conduct and my excite­
ment for my first ski-trip to Vermont led me 
to talk to my father while we were both 
standing at the urinals. I asked him what 
Vermont was like and if he could teach me 
how to ski before we arrived.
He awkwardly responded, "it is nice, and 
we'll talk about skiing after I pee." It was at 
that rest stop where I learned the first 
amendment to the code of conduct and how 
poor bathroom design can lead to awkward 
and embarrassing moments.
If the state had spent more money on the 
restroom, and the contractor exercised more 
thought regarding its design, my tragic bath­
room dialogue could have been avoided. If 
only there were barriers between the urinals,
I would have been less inclined to begin 
conversation with my father and I would' 
have concentrated at the task at hand.
Unwritten laws, or the code of conduct 
govern most of what takes place inside the 
men's restroom. Many of the regulations, I 
abide by myself, but what for? Conversation 
in the bathroom is highly frowned upon, and 
seldom takes place. It is the one public place 
that allows burping, and other bodily noises 
to be emitted freely. Could it be that these 
crass and uncanny behaviors can be attrib­
uted to the design of the bathroom?
In my rebellious days of middle school, I
once snuck into the girl's bathroom and was 
bewildered at the sight of it. I felt like 
Charlie Bucket walking into Willy Wonka’s 
Chocolate Factory. The walls had color to 
them, there were couches, each toilet was 
like a mini-house, and the space was well 
light. Unlike the thick, malodorous scent 
that lingered in the men's bathroom, the 
smell of the women's bathroom was pleas­
ant and inviting. I became envious of every­
thing the girls had, and yearned for all of 
their luxuries to be installed in the men's 
bathroom.
It is no wonder why women spend so 
much time in the bathroom; they actually 
enjoy going there. If the men's restroom 
boasted better design, would the unwritten 
laws disappear? Would we start to see lines 
comparable to those of the women's bath­
room? For years, men have obeyed the 
unwritten laws of the bathroom. Could it be 
that after all these years, poor design was 
responsible for creating the foolish laws in 
the first place?
Men have endured poor bathroom 
design, unsanitary conditions, and ergonom­
ically incorrect urinals and toilets for far too 
long. We at least, have the right to a working 
stall door and a clean place to relieve our­
selves. Perhaps, if the bathroom was 
upgraded, using couches and colors besides 
grey, men would actually enjoy using the 
bathroom. Conservatives and conformists 
beware; the gentrification of the men's rest­
room may lead to behaviour never-before- 
seen. Men may begin to go to the bathroom 
in pairs, and they may spend an excessive 
amount of time in the bathroom doing noth­
ing. Women may finally ask men the terse 
question, "what took YOU so long?"
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The curse of the sequel
“Saw 2” falls victim to the sequel slump
John “Kron” Williams
Journal Staff
Sequels, by their very nature, 
are inferior to their predecessors. 
Like making a copy, it is never as 
good as the original. 
Unfortunately, "Saw 2" is no 
exception to this mle.
Plot-wise, the film closely fol­
lows closely the original "Saw," 
where a group of people trapped in 
a deadly game have to decipher 
clues and go to drastic lengths to 
solve the fatal puzzle and survive. 
However, this is where the similar­
ities to the novel original film end.
The rest of the movie is pretty 
piece-meal, seemingly thrown 
together just to see how many 
crazy situations the moviemakers 
can cram into an hour and a half.
The actors are reasonably tal­
ented, being able to portray the 
right amount of emotion as well as 
a nice pace to the exhaustion they 
feel throughout the movie.
The characters they play, how­
ever, are pretty bland and stereo­
typical.
Another poorly done aspect of 
this movie is that there is zero 
back-story. You don't know any of 
the characters' past relationships 
though they are hinted at, and you 
are never let in on any characters' 
motivation.
The main relationship between 
Jigsaw (Tobin Bell) and Eric 
Matthews (Donnie Wahlberg) is 
the most irritating in the film. It 
would have been nice to know at 
least a little of their relationship 
and why Jigsaw wanted to get 
Matthews so badly.
The first "Saw" focused on all 
the psychological aspects of the 
movie as well as the relationship 
between the two main characters. 
The story unfolded with new 
information always being given to 
us and changing the characters' 
feelings making it interesting and 
suspenseful.
In this film, there is almost no 
storyline.
The entire movie is simply a 
situation. It doesn't make for an
interesting film. There is nothing 
that unfolds and nothing the audi­
ence learns.
The killer is already known 
therefore the audience isn’t in sus­
pense to see who is behind it. In 
fact, aside from a nice twist at the 
end, there aren't any surprises at 
all.
That is not to say the movie is 
entirely bad. Donnie Wahlberg is 
surprisingly good in his role with 
the emotion he conveys.
He and Jigsaw definitely drive 
the movie and you really forget 
about the other people when they 
interact on screen.
In addition, there is some nice 
cutting and the soundtrack is 
decent. Both of these are used to 
maintain constant tension through­
out the film and never really let the 
audience catch their breath.
Saw 2 is tense and will keep 
you on the edge of your seat, but if 
you're looking for more than a 
gorefest don't fool yourself into 
thinking it's this movie. Been 
there, "Saw" that.
V: ■ :
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Rottentomatoes.com
Mind games and sick contraptions aren’t enough to make “Saw 
2” a must-see.
Jarhead gives accurate depiction of war
Alex KeUy
Journal Staff
"Jarhead" is a war movie about U.S. 
Marines in the 1991 Gulf War. The movie, 
based on the book by Anthony Swofford, 
follows the soldiers from the academy 
through Kuwait and back to the U.S. 
“Jarhead” is an emotionally driven movie 
that gives insight into what emotions are felt 
during wartime and what soldiers do to cope 
with them.
The main character explains that they 
call themselves ‘jarheads’ because their 
closely shaved heads resembled jars. The 
title is used in reference, and in context, 
throughout the movie making it a very pow­
erful word in the film.
The movie's main character, Tony 
Swofford (Jake Gyllenhaal), enlisted 
because he had nothing to keep him from 
not enlisting. Growing up, his family life 
was uncaring and tough.
His drunken father, depressed mother, 
and mentally ill sister were the family that 
he left to join the Marines. The only thing he 
had was his girlfriend, but that would also 
end in emotional upheaval.
At one point, a reporter asks Swofford 
why he is in Kuwait fighting and he replies, 
"I am 20 years old, and I was dumb enough 
to sign a contract." She asks him if he is 
scared and he replies honestly (against the 
his Staff Sergeant's rules) "I can hear their 
bombs going off. I can hear their bombs. 
Yea, of course I'm fucking scared. But don't 
tell my Staff Sergeant."
Swofford, as well as the other soldiers, is
M.
, Rottentomatoes.com
Jamie Foxx and Jake Gyllenhaal give stellar performances in Gulf War film 
“Jarhead.” .
plagued by loneliness, boredom, and 
exhaustion. This emotional stress leads to 
some dramatic moments in the film, such as 
fighting between the soldiers and mental 
breakdowns. To pass the time and keep the 
soldiers from going insane they train, sleep, 
read, fight, clean rifles, train more, and mas­
turbate.
They talked about their wives and girl­
friends at home; the majority of which had 
cheated on them or told them they couldn't
wait for them anymore in the letters that 
their wives sent them. A wall was made in 
tribute to the cheating wives and girlfriends 
where soldiers put their pictures up next to 
derogatory words and sayings like, "I really 
loved her."
The soldiers' Staff Sergeant (Jamie Foxx) 
trained, protected and led them through the 
war. He said to Swofford, "I do this because 
I love my job." The Sergeant gives courage 
and faith to all of the men, but it is mostly
seen in Swofford's eyes.
Swofford is a trained staff sniper and he 
and his spotter, Troy, are the best snipers in 
their brigade. The most dramatic point of the 
movie is when Swofford aims at two Iraqi 
enemies in an abandoned tower.
At the last second, they are stormed upon 
by U.S. officers who tell them that they were 
going to bomb the tower instead of shooting 
them. Troy has a fit of rage because this was 
their chance to kill someone.
' They have been trained to kill and not 
one soldier has shot his rifle the entire time 
they were in Kuwait.
Scenes of oil wells on fire and burned 
cars, with the charred remains of people in 
them, are the irhages that flash into one's 
head when leaving the theatre.
Director Sam Mendes (“American 
Beauty”) overdid some scenes. The soldiers 
had parties, one of which consisted of get­
ting drunk and accidentally lighting off tar­
gets that resembled fireworks.
When the war was over the soldiers had 
these huge parties, which included loud rap 
music, bonfires, dancing, singing, and 
nakedness among the soldiers. The scene 
was to signify joy, but in the end it only sig­
nified recklessness.
This movie told a story of war from start 
to finish, ending with a soldier in a casket. 
Swofford checks back in with his girlfriend 
when he gets home and another man 
answers the door.
He tells the story like it is. War changes 
people. They will always be soldiers in the 
desert and they will remain there while the 
world goes on without them.
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Tim Burton’s classic film “The Nightmare Before Christmas” has moved into the realm of videogame 
magic with “Oogie’s Revenge.”
Journal Staff
Jack Skellington is back, from 
a movie that mesmerized audi­
ences, to an action packed 
videogame for XBOX and 
Playstation 2. This game, based on 
the movie directed by Tim Burton, 
takes place one year after the 
events that took place in the 
movie. Skellington's arch nemesis, 
Oogie Boogie, has returned to 
Halloween Town to conquer it 
while Jack was away in search for 
a scarier Halloween.
In this bone chilling adventure, 
Skellington must take his revenge 
on Oogie Boogie to restore 
Halloween Town back to the 
peace it once had. The town has 
become a ghost town; literally, 
with evil minions walking around 
that you have to battle.
Dr. Finkelstein, mad scientist 
of Halloween Town, has created 
an invention called "The Rubber 
Soul," Jack's weapon of choice to 
take the souls of the evil monsters 
now walking Halloween Town. 
By using this weapon, you gain 
souls for each monster you kill, 
and the more you gain the more 
power and better weapons you can 
buy at the Witches Shop.
This rubber soul weapon acts 
as Jack's right hand; it is bright 
green, gooey looking, stretches.
twists, transforms and shrinks.
He can use it to get to higher, 
hard to reach places in the levels, 
as well as taunt the enemy to 
attack him.
Jack Skellington's main pur­
pose is to take back what is right­
fully his, Halloween Town.
This game has unique game 
play, like the music-based battles 
that randomly come up in the mid­
dle of your game, and by pressing 
the correct buttons on your con­
troller you gain more souls.
Jack Skellington can also turn 
into "Santa Jack" and "The 
Pumpkin King," each with their 
ovra abilities. Santa Jack has the 
freezing snowman that lets you 
freeze your enemies, and the 
Pumpkin King has the flame 
pumpkin to injure your enemies. 
During the game you can switch 
to any one of these that you want.
This video game is a fantastic 
rendition of the movie itself, 
which is a cinematic experience. 
The graphics and characters make 
you feel as though you are in the 
movie, or even watching the 
movie, especially if you are a fan 
of the Tim Burton original.
All of the major characters 
return for the game such as Sally, 
Igor, Zero and the Mayor of 
Halloween Town, making it a 
great move from movie to 
videogame.
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Between the Buried and Me's 
Alaska (Victory 2005) is the 
antithesis of polar extremes collid­
ing in the form of an album. The 
band is famous for their experi­
mental sound that's growing at an 
exponential rate.
Tracks one through three are 
the familiar grindcore/metal sound 
the band has mastered, but track 
tour has a computerized sounding 
introduction leading to unique 
guitar riffs and chords.
"Breathe In, Breathe Out" is a 
track that breaks up the album
completely.
It is 55 seconds (in comparison 
to other tracks lasting eight and a 
half minutes) that gives a mellow, 
complacent tone to the album. 
Other tracks sound like a combi­
nation of tropical tunes and eleva­
tor music. "Backwards Marathon" 
goes from grinding metal chugs 
and harsh drums beats to strings of 
bass lines and percussion, creating 
an intense feel of spontaneity. 
Each song is so intricate and 
diverse making, Alaska an album 






llnivorsity of Massachusotts, Boston 
Saturday, Novambor 19, 2005 at 11:00 am
McCorma<sk Btdkling, 100 Mcarrissey BcMuievard 
Boston, MA 02125
Secure your career whBa securing the safety of the 
woricfs greatest cHy. the NYPO now lures twice a yeai; 
so take the exam now to be eligible.
Tfw t«st k free, 
tMit seating is imke«a 
■> required.
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Depeche Mode's newest 
album. Playing the Angel (Reprise 
2(X)5), reaffirms the band's status 
as one of the premier synth-rock 
bands in the music industry. The 
Basildon, England trio of compos­
er/lead singer David Gahan, com­
poser/keyboardist/background 
vocalist Martin L. Gore, and man- 
ager/"professional hand clapper" 
Andrew Fletcher bounce back 
from their shaky 2001 release. 
Exciter (Warner Bros.). The band 
broke the tradition of having the 
entire record composed by Martin 
L. Gore, by having three of the 
tracks composed by Gahan, 
including the track "Suffer Well."
One of their most complete
albums since the 1990 epic 
Violator (Reprise), the tracks take 
the best elements of their prior 
releases, the dark moods of Black 
Celebration (Reprise 1986) and 
Songs of Faith and Devotion 
(Reprise 1993).
The sounds of Playing the 
Angel, produced by Ben Hilher 
{Blur Think
Tank), are arranged masterful­
ly. Gahan's vocals are stronger 
than ever, and the band is in the 
same harmony as they were in 
their hay-days of the late 80s and 
early 90s.
While "Precious" and "A Pain 
That I'm Used To" are the standout 
tracks, gems like "John the 
Revelator" and "Lillian" signify 
the' vivacity and swagger the band 
still has in their 25-year career.
Another taste of Irish pride
Kevin Du
Journal Staff
When the words “Celtic punk” 
come to mind, people often think 
about bagpipes, bar fights and 
shouts of “Oi Oi Oi!” With the 
exception of not having bagpipes. 
The Tosscrs is Chicago's precursor 
to L.A.'s Flogging Molly and 
Boston's Dropkick Murphy's.
Irish pride and drunken sports 
riots fuel these bands' adrenaline 
and new fan bases are formed with 
every show. With influences from 
The Pogues and the other leading 
bands of this ever growing music 
style. The Tossers are slowly mov­
ing up along the sides of their 
Celtic idols.
The south side of Chicago has a 
tough, working class reputation as 
well as a large Irish population.
So it wouldn't be a shock to 
hear Irish folk music coming from 
the local pubs.
Starting at the age of 18, Tony 
Duggins was doing just that. With 
big influences from Ewan 
MacColl, Duggins, who plays the 
mandolin and sings, soon talked 
his brother Aaron Duggins into 
playing tin whistle.
The boys then solicited bassist 
Dan Shaw, Clay Harisen on banjo, 
guitarist Mike Pawula, Rebecca of 
the fiddle, and drummer Bones for 
The Tossers.
Their latest album. The Valley 
of the Shadow of Death (Victory
/ THE VALLEY OP imte SHADOW OP DEATH
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2005) was recently released on 
Oct. 4. Unlike the Dropkick 
Murphy's, The Tossers have a 
more traditional sound to them. 
They embrace traditional instru­
mentation with the harsh uproar of 
punk.
They wiU tell you that they are 
not a punk band, rather they are a 
folk band. But their fire-starting 
nature, intense live shows, overt 
politics, and drunken antics make 
them exactly what punk rock 
stands for.
With tracks such as "No Loot, 
No Booze, No Fun," the band sub­
jects the punk life style of such 
greats as Dee Dee Ramone: "Oh 
Dee Dee Ramone where have you 
gone? / In misery all day long, to 
shoot some dope right into your 
arm." Also, like their Celtic rock 
colleagues. The Dropkick 
Murphy's, they too have a song 
embracing their hometown.
"The Crock of Gold" sings 
about their love for their home- 
tovra of Chicago, keeping faithful 
to those who first gave them their 
motivation to create great music.
For more info go to 
www.thetossers.com
~| Quinnipiag U:
RAVE REVIEWS FOR OUR MBA
The Quinnipiac University School of Business MBA program continues to 
prepare business professionals for the realities of management in global, 
technology-driven work environments in specializations such as:
• MBA WITH CONCENTRATIONS IN ACCOUNTING, CIS, FINANCE, 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT, MARKETING
• MBA - CHARTERED FINANCIAL ANALYST® TRACK
• MBA IN HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT ^









MASTERING THE ART OF TEACHING
Sheila Wycinowski, Director of Curriculum and Staff Development at Amity 
High School, explains, "Basically we look to hire Quinnipiac students. They 
have a clear understanding of lesson planning and classroom management 
and the balance between them." She also characterizes Quinnipiac students 
as articulate, creative, able to encourage higher-level thinking in students, 
and able to incorporate technology into their teaching.
YOUR NEXT MOVE
Quinnipiac University offers graduate programs in 17 distinct 
disciplines. Whether you are interested in our AACSB nationally 
accredited business program, the master of arts in teaching (MAT) 
program or one of the Northeast's most highly regarded journalism 
and interactive communications programs, all have been designed to 
thoroughly prepare you for a professional career. For more information, 
call 1 -800-462-1944 or visit www.quinnipiac.edu.
Quinnipiac University
Hamden, Connecticut
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FOR MORE INFO 
ON BIG D GO TO:
ANDTHEKIDSTABLE.COM
Alex Kelly
Big D and the Kid’s Table has made It an October tradition to daz­
zle fans.
Journal Contributor
Playing in their ninth 
Halloween Bash concert. Big D 
and the Kids Table were at their 
finest with a small army of open­
ing bands at Avalon on Oct. 29. 
Kicking it off from China was a 
band called Brain Failure. Next up 
were ska and punk bands, the 
Phenomenauts, River City Rebels, 
and the Street Dogs. Of these four, 
the Phenomenauts set soared. 
Playing in what looked like alien 
costumes, they were crisp with a 
unique sound that was something 
from the legacy of the Aquabats.
It is hard to describe the rush of 
Big D fans trying to get in front of 
the stage as anything other than a 
tsunami. The show was the largest 
indoor Boston concert in the 
band's history and was filmed for 
the bands first DVD.
Opening up with a hypnotic 
reggae beat from their newest 
album, Salem Girls (Fork in Hand 
Records 2005), and in fake dread 
locks, there was a sort of silent
confusion. However this was cut 
short when the lights were cut for 
a moment, only to come on with 
the first beat of fan favorite 
"L.A.X."
With a new album and new 
material that had been kneaded 
more than their past records at the 
hands of producers, there were a 
handful of young fans disappoint­
ed at the selections of songs on the 
set list. The entire performance 
had a feel of nostalgia. The band’s 
set came mostly from their older 
albums, playing some songs that 
had not been played live in years.
Big D and the Kids Table are 
not the greatest band out there. 
There have been times when they 
were more than upstaged by their 
openers, but that does not make 
their shows any worse.
Their lead singer's voice often 
cracks and seems strained from the 
massive amount of screaming he 
does, but this adds to the energy of 
the shows. Big D never stopped 
smiling and laughing throughout 
the entire show.
The guitarist/vocalist, Sean
Rogan, who has been known to 
just stand in the back and do his 
job, was talking and laughing with 
everyone.
Bassist Steve Foote's tendency 
to contort his face at concerts was 
more prevalent than ever; he 
looked psychotic.
At a concert like the 
Halloween Bash, it is so clear that 
this is a band that is just having 
fun. The shows are awesome the 
way a gem is beautiful; imperfec­
tions bring it color.
Perhaps they would be more 
successful if they made member 
changes, but as the singer said, 
they are a group of people that 
came together for the love of ska- 
punk, and that is what has kept 
them together.
Their set lasted little over an 
hour, but was packed with songs 
that had become favorites from 
their various albums. When they 
came out for a three-song encore, 
they closed with a cover of 
Jonathan Richmond's "New 
England" as a way to say, "It's 
good to be back home."
The Performing Arts Officeprcsents:
Common
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SU student runs in NYC race
Garrett M. Quinn
Journal Staff '
History was made on Sunday at the New 
York City Marathon; Paul Tergat of Kenya 
bested South African Hendrick Ramaala by 
a third of a second as Ramaala fell across 
the finish line. It was the tightest finish in 
the history of the New York City Marathon. 
Tergat, who holds the record for the fastest 
completion of a marthon, finished the New 
York race with a time of two hours, nine 
minutes, 30 seconds.
Suffolk senior Jorge Rivera wasn’t even 
thinking about placing in the top ten, let 
alone finishing second. Rivera just wanted 
to finish the race, even if that meant he 
could only walk to the finish line.
The 23 year-old Puerto Rican native was 
the first active member of the Suffolk men’s 
cross country team to participate in the New 
York City Marathon and completed the race 
in a respectable 4:50:00 even and placed 
24,200 out of 36,000. Accompanied by his 
i-Pod, Rivera ran from Staten Island all the 
way to Manhattan listening to sounds rang­
ing from British rockers Oasis to salsa 
singer Jerry Rivera.
His run didn't go completely without 
incident, though. Rivera admitted that he 
was nervous about mnning with so many 
people around him.
"It is scary, you're afraid of what might 
happen if you fall," he said. He said he 
twisted his left ankle at around mile 16 
when a runner stopped abruptly in front of
him. He was hobbled briefly and resumed 
running after mile 18. '
■ He credits the training regimen he fol­
lowed as part of the Suffolk men's cross 
country team as an incredible boost to his 
preparation for the marathon. He also fol­
lowed the practice of "carb-loading" (eating 
a large meal of bread, pasta or other starchy 
foods containing carbohydrates for energy) 
before the race.
Although he ran in high school, his main 
sport was tennis. It wasn't until last summer 
that Rivera started to take cross countiy and 
running seriously.
Rivera, along with his teammate and 
good friend Adi Utama, registered this fall 
for the New York City Marathon lottery. 
According to the rules of the New York City 
Marathon, participation is limited to only 
36,000 runners and in order to participate in 
the marathon, you must enter a lottery and 
hope that your number is picked. Otherwise, 
you can just wait until next year.
Although Utama was hot selected to par­
ticipate in the race, he still helped Rivera 
train. "Adi, really supported me in my train­
ing," Rivera said. "This whole thing was 
really his idea in the first place."
Utama considered running as a "bandit," 
someone who runs without being registered, 
but ultimately decided against it.
The practice of "bandit running" is not 
permitted at the New York City Marathon, 
something Rivera disagrees with. A bandit 
runner is someone who runs in a marathon 
and does not register with the governing
Chris Chattier
Suffolk senior Jorge Rivera relishes the feeling of finishing his first marathon.
body.
Bandit running is common practice at 
marathons around the world, most notably, 
the Boston Marathon.
Utama and Rivera are both planning to 
participate in the Boston Marathon. Rivera 
said he would like to get more of his team­
mates to run with him for the event. "It 
would be really cool if we could organize a 
whole Suffolk group to run in the 
marathon," he said. ,
Rivera says that he hopes to one day run 
the Chicago and London marathons on top 
of Boston and New York.
University Dateiine
For more information for getting your event listed in Dateiine 
contact the Student Activities Office at (617) 573-8320.
Wednesday. November Sth
Premier Night Airing of Roommate
Confidential 
6; 00-8; OOpm 
JOonahue Caft
Starting a New Organization
3:00-4:30 
Donahue 535
Brought to you by The Office of Student 
Activities and Service Learning
The EPA's Response to Hurricane 
Katrina
4: OOpm
McDermott Conference Room (Ist Floor 
Donahue)
Brought to you by the Environmental 
Science Program
Supper Club at the Paulist Center
4; 45-7; OOpm
Meet at Donahue 424
Brought to you by SOULS
BSU Movie Night: "Bamboozled"
6; 00-8; 30pm 
150 Tremont
Seriously Bent Does Donahue
8; OOpm 
Donahue Caf^
Brought to you by Performing Arts
Thursday. November lOth






Bag Lunches for the Homeless
Help create and distribute lunches to
homeless people in the area
ll;00-2;00pm
Donahue Lobby
Brought to you by SOULS
Monday. November 14th









Brought to you by Performing Arts
Food for Thought: Nick Flynn, author 




Brought to you by SOULS
film, Tuesday. November 15th
Subletting lOl: How to Sublet Your 
Apartment During Your Study Abroad 
Experience
1; 00-2; OOpm
lO Somerset, 1st Floor Conference Room 




Donahue 4th floor lounge
Brought to you by SOULS









Brought to you by Off-Campus Housing 
and Commuter Student Association
Common Grounds: Jazz Coffee House
7; OOpm
Donahue Cafe •
Brought to you by Performing Arts
